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Abstract
We present a new batch learning algorithm for text classiﬁcation in the
vector space of document representations. The algorithm uses ellipsoid
separation [3] in the feature space which leads to a semideﬁnite program.
An approximation of the latent semantic feature extraction approach us-
ing Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization [2] is used for the feature extrac-
tion. Preliminary results demonstrate some potential for the presented
approach.
1 Introduction
The problem of document classiﬁcation based on semantic content (text cat-
egorization) may arise when the documents from some set have to be ranked
according to their relevance to some usually predeﬁned set of topics (i.e. clas-
siﬁcation of news articles based on their dealing with business topics). In this
work we to present a new batch learning algorithm for text classiﬁcation. Our
method applies non-linear ellipsoid separation [3] to the vector space represen-
tation of text documents. We use the bag-of-words vector representation of
text documents, the maximal separation ratio method for pattern separation
via ellipsoids [3], and the approximation of the latent semantic feature extrac-
tion technique with Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization (GSK algorithm) [2]. We
present some preliminary results which indicate some potential for the given
approach. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we describe the general
formulation of the algorithm in Section 2, the speciﬁc problems of applying it to
text documents in Section 3, and show how latent semantic feature extraction
can help dealing with some of the resulting problems in Section 4, followed by
numerical results in Section 5.
12 Ellipsoid Separation
Pattern classiﬁcation via ellipsoids has been of interest for the learning commu-
nity because it possesses a nice feature of independence from invertible linear
transformations of the coordinate system, and it leads to a semideﬁnite program
(SDP) [3] which can be eﬃciently solved by the state-of-the-art interior point
methods. Moreover, if we consider that a set of points lying between two parallel
hyperplanes is a degenerate ellipsoid then we can treat ellipsoid separation as a
generalization of hyperplane separation. Ellipsoid separation is most eﬀectively
applicable to such types of binary classiﬁcation problems where a set of exam-
ples with one label (e.g. positive set) is much smaller and single-clustered than
the other set because in this case we can ﬁnd a mapping to some feature space
where we can separate the two classes by enclosing the smaller class inside the
inner ellipsoid, and keeping the larger one outside the outer ellipsoid. One such
area is document categorization since the class of relevant documents is usually
of much smaller size than the set of all available documents. We consider an
ellipsoid deﬁned in the following way.
Deﬁnition 1. An ellipsoid E ½ Rn is a set of points given by its centre c and
an n £ n symmetric positive semideﬁnite matrix E such that
E = fx 2 Rn : (x ¡ c)>E(x ¡ c) · 1g: (1)
The idea of our approach is to construct two ellipsoids with the same centre,
c, and axis directions, E, while one of them is of minimal size to include all
the positive examples, and the other is of maximal size such that it does not
include any example of the other class. Therefore the optimization criterion
is to maximize the squared ratio between corresponding half-axes of outer and
inner ellipsoids. This leads to an SDP, and if the data are separable then the
SDP is feasible and bounded so its solution exists and is unique. Finally, we
construct a third ellipsoid with the same center, c, and axis directions, E, but
its half-axes are means of the half-axes of the previous two. We use the latter
ellipsoid as a classiﬁcation function which assigns a label to the point depending
whether the point belongs to its interior or exterior (see Figure 1).
Let us assume we have computed vector representations of the set of m
labeled documents ((ˆ d1;y1);:::;(ˆ dm;ym)) 2 (Rn£f¡1;+1g)m where ˆ di are the
feature vectors and yi are the document labels for all i 2 f1;:::;mg. Moreover,
we shall use a mapping Á : ˆ d ! (1;ˆ d>)> in order to search for the separation
ellipsoid in its canonical homogeneous form, i.e. an ellipsoid in n+1-dimensional
space centered at the origin [3]. We will denote the mapped inputs ˆ di by xi :=
Á(ˆ di).
We consider a class of ellipsoid classiﬁers ht;E : Rn ! R parameterized by
a symmetric positive deﬁnite matrix E 2 R(n+1)£(n+1) and some positive value
t 2 R+ (which actually is a squared separation ratio) such that
ht;E(ˆ d) := sign(ft;E(ˆ d)); ft;E(ˆ d) :=
t
2
+ 1 ¡ x>Ex:
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Figure 1: Example of ellipsoid separation. The maximal margin ellipsoid is
plotted as a solid curve; two separating ellipsoids are plotted as dashed curves.
The positive points are marked with circles and the negative ones with asterisks.
In order to ﬁnd the optimal values for t and E we enclose all positive examples
inside an inner ellipsoid, and then look for the co-centered ellipsoid of maximal
size with the same axis directions to keep all negative examples outside. In
other words we require x>
i Exi · 1 for all i 2 f1;:::;m : yi = +1g (for positive
examples) and x>
i Exi ¸ 1 + t for all i 2 f1;:::;m : yi = ¡1g (for negative
examples) where t is a squared distance between two separating ellipsoids in
a metric space with the norm kxk2 =
p
x>Ex. This implies that t + 1 is the
squared separation ratio, i.e. the ratio between corresponding half-axes of outer
and inner ellipsoids. Combining these two sets of inequalities we can pose the
following semideﬁnite maximization program:
max
t;E
t
such that yi(1 ¡ x>
i Exi) ¸ t¿yi ; i = 1;:::;m; (2)
E º 0:
where ¿+1 = 0 and ¿¡1 = 1.
In [3] the following properties of the SDP above and its solution are proved.
3Algorithm 1 Gram-Schmidt Kernel (GSK) Feature Extraction Algorithm
Require: A training set ((di;yi);:::;(dm;ym)) 2
¡
Rl £ f¡1;+1g
¢m
; bias B 2
R+ and a dimension of the subspace, k 2 N
for i = 1;:::;m do
ni = d>
i di
end for
for j = 1;:::;k do
for i = 1;:::;m do
bi = B
yi+1
2 ¢ ni
end for
ij = argmaxibi
for i = 1;:::;m do
ˆ Di;j Ã 1 p
nij
¢
³
d>
i dij ¡
Pj¡1
t=1 ˆ Di;t ˆ Dij;t
´
ni Ã ni ¡ ˆ D2
ij
end for
end for
return matrix ˆ D with the training set mapped into the feature subspace
stored in its rows
Theorem 1 ([3]). If there exists a separating ellipsoid, the optimal solution of
(2) has t > 0 and the optimal homogeneous ellipsoid is canonical. If there is no
separating ellipsoid, the optimal solution of (2) has t = 0.
The fact that the separating ellipsoid is canonical in n+1-dimensional space
(homogeneous form) means that the separation ratio is the same in both spaces,
and the ellipsoid matrix E and center c in the original space can be computed
using simple formulas.
Corollary 1 ([3]). If there exists a separating ellipsoid, the semideﬁnite pro-
gram (2) provides an ellipsoid with the highest possible separation ratio.
Theorem 2 ([3]). Given two sets of points to be separated, the maximal sepa-
ration ratio and the ellipsoid(s) that achieve it are independent of the coordinate
system.
3 Applying Categorization to Text Documents
The most common approach used in learning for text categorization problems is
mapping the set of documents to some linear metric space (feature space), and
then applying learning classiﬁcation techniques based on distance functions in
that space. For this purpose the documents are often mapped using the so-called
bag-of-words approach when the occurrence of every distinct word from the set
of documents (excluding stop-words, articles, and prepositions) is counted as a
separate dimension, and thus every document is represented as a vector with
4Algorithm 2 Gram-Schmidt Kernel (GSK) Algorithm for New Examples
Require: A new example d 2 Rl
for j = 1;:::;k do
˜ dj = 1 p
nij
¢
³
d>dij ¡
Pj¡1
t=1 dt ˆ Dij;t
´
end for
return the image ˜ d of d in the feature subspace
word frequencies as its components. For convenience those vectors are often
normalized.
The obvious drawback of the bag-of-words vector representation of the doc-
ument set is high dimensionality of the vector space because of the high number
of distinct terms in the text. As a result the SDP is often computationally im-
practical. Moreover the dimensionality of the space is usually greater than the
size of the dataset so even if a solution of the SDP can be computed it is usually
degenerate since we need at least n + 1 points in order to deﬁne an ellipsoid in
an n-dimensional space.
In order to solve this problem we need to look for some subspace of the
bag-of-words vector representation of the text documents. This subspace must
have much lower dimensionality while preserving the ellipsoid separability of
the original space. For this purpose we need to use some feature extraction
algorithm. In the next section a variant of latent semantic feature extraction
will be described that meets both requirements.
4 Latent Semantic Feature Extraction
The weakness of the bag-of-words approach is its total ignorance of the occur-
rence of semantically similar words, e.g. synonyms. Ideally, semantically similar
documents are mapped to the same directions in the feature space. Although
the explicit computation of the co-occurrence of semantically similar words is a
rather expensive procedure, the latent semantic indexing approach from infor-
mation retrieval constructs a feature space based on semantic similarity between
diﬀerent words.
The Gram-Schmidt kernel (GSK) feature extraction algorithm algorithm [2]
is based on the latent semantic indexing approach and it projects document fea-
ture vectors onto a subspace spanned by k representations of training examples
in the feature space. The subspace is selected by applying the Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization procedure to documents in feature space. This subspace has
lower dimension than the feature space, and at the same time it incorporates
some semantic similarity between documents. In our algorithm, in order to con-
struct the subspace we use a generalized GSK algorithm that has a bias towards
positive examples (see Algorithms 1 and 2). The pseudo-code is taken from [2].
Note that this algorithm is equivalent to the partial Cholesky decomposition of
the kernel or inner product matrix with elements d>
i dj.
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Figure 2: Choosing dimension of the feature space. The value of microaverage
precision achieved with ellipsoid separation is plotted for diﬀerent dimensions
of the feature space for the category acq.
5 Preliminary Results
We have implemented the above strategy for ranking a set of test documents
with respect to their relevance to the training topic. The documents were ranked
according to the value of ft;E(d). The quality of the ranking was assessed using
microaverage precision1. We used a MATLAB implementation of the algorithm
based on YALMIP [5] and the SDPT3 semideﬁnite program solver package [6].
The value of the bias B for the GSK algorithm was chosen to be equal to either
the inverse fraction of positive examples in the category, or 10 whichever is
smaller.
As benchmark data we used the ‘Mod-Apte’ split of the Reuters-21570 docu-
ment collection available from the home page of David D. Lewis. The Mod-Apte
sample contains 9603 training and 3299 test documents, and 90 categories. We
used the 10 most popular categories for which we computed SVM classiﬁcation
with a second order polynomial kernel using SVM
light [4] to compare our results
with.
1The microaverage precision is deﬁned as the average of all precisions computed at the
threshold ft;E(d) where d ranges over all positive documents only. The precision at some
threshold u is the fraction of positive documents among all documents for which ft;E(d) ¸ u.
6Ellipsoid (k = 30) SVM (k = 30) SVM (n = 20494)
earn 97.6 97.6 99.7
acq 80.9 85.0 98.6
money-fx 58.9 75.1 80.9
grain 89.0 94.8 98.4
crude 82.1 90.4 96.1
trade 46.7 80.3 84.3
interest 56.0 77.1 87.1
ship 79.6 84.5 92.8
wheat 88.7 93.9 93.1
corn 84.9 90.9 92.2
Table 1: Comparison of the ellipsoid separation against SVM on ten categories
of the Reuters-21578 dataset using microaverage precision (in percent) as a
performance measure. The ellipsoid separation was done on n = 30 features
extracted using the GSK algorithm (second column), and the SVM classiﬁcation
was performed on both: the same set 30 features (third column) and the whole
set of 20494 features (fourth column).
In Figure 2 we present our results for a diﬀerent numbers of dimensions of
the feature subspace for the category acq. We stopped increasing the value
of dimensions n at n = 30 because of the computational complexity of the
algorithm. The average CPU time of the algorithm performance on one category
on a Pentium 4, 2.2GHz machine with 512 MB RAM was less than 4 hours.
In Table 1 we compare our results obtained with n = 30 dimensions of
feature space with the best ones obtained by SVM classiﬁcation with a second
order polynomial kernel. As one can see we reached the accuracy of the SVM
in one case, performed slightly worse in 6 cases and much worse on the trade,
interest and money-fx categories.
Figure 2 indicates that increasing the dimension a little has the potential
to further improve the performance. This is not practical using our current
implementation for complexity reasons. We anticipate, however, that using a
chunking approach similar to the one adopted for the SVM, we should be able
to scale the algorithm to higher dimensional feature spaces. This will be the
subject of further research.
6 Conclusions
The technique proposed is attractive theoretically in that it attempts to place
an ellipsoid in feature space. Preliminary experiments are encouraging since
they demonstrate that the algorithm can perform document classiﬁcation up
to the level of the state-of-the-art SVM algorithm. Further research is needed
to investigate the method and its strengths and weaknesses, in particular using
7non-linear inner product functions (i.e., kernels) and introducing soft-margins
similarly to SVMs (see [1]). It will be of particular interest to test its perfor-
mance on the categories with very few positive examples. The low dimension-
ality and ellipsoid approach would appear to be suited to this type of problem.
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